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Winery Château de La Font du Loup

Appellation Châteauneuf du Pape

Grapes Grenache (60%), Mourvedre (20%), Syrah
(15%), Cinsault (5%)

Aging Each varietal aged separately for 18 months.

Vinification Alcoholic fermentation at temperature-
controlled concrete vats.

Soil Terroir is sandy soil oriented due north at the 
top of the Crau region, 120 meters altitude.

Alc. Vol. 14.5%

Production 30,000 bottles

UPC Bar Code 3760209920369

La Font du Loup - Red
2020

Redwine / aged

In the south of the Rhone Valley, in
the heart of the Châteauneuf-du-
Pape appellation, an exceptional
terroir and a northern exposure
yields wines of great finesse.

Biodiversity is preserved with the
help of beehives that produce an
exceptional honey and the fertility
of the soil is maintained thanks to
the sheep that colonize our vines
for several months. We are
committed to organic farming since
early-2021 and achieved HVE 3.

The Château de la Font du Loup
benefits from natural irrigation
thanks to the famous spring that
brought the wolves down from
Mont Ventoux and from an
important water table nearby.

Tasting Notes
The Château de la Font du Loup is an emblematic vintage of 
delicately combined black fruit, spices and a refined floral 
side. In the mouth, the silky notes of cherries in brandy, 
licorice and black pepper licorice and black pepper make this 
a wine of rare elegance. It can be drunk young for the 
impatient yet expresses its freshness for many years. This 
wine is the very expression of the Crau. The grapes are from 
our Grenache, Mourvedre, Syrah and Cinsault vines picked 
and sorted grain by grain by hand, then vinified in 
temperature-controlled concrete vats.

Honors, Ratings, Reviews
2021: 93 pts, Jeb Dunnuck, former Wine Advocate critic
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